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GENERAL PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS 

ADTECH’s protect line comprises of a set of cleverly designed garments, aimed specifically to 

the general population to allow them to have a strong layer of protection when resuming 

their daily activities. The current pandemic will have long lasting effects on global societies 

and new segments for visually appealing protective wear will be created. This should be the 

first protective wear line in the market to combine design, functionality and technology and 

should set the trend for years to come.

All technologies and components used in our range are certified in terms of its claimed 

efficiency, are individually registered in the EU and are compliant with all European Union 

norms and regulations. 

The entire range was created with fours layers of safety in mind that work simultaneously to 

minimize the probabilities of contamination.

All the decisions taken during the construction of the product were aimed at maximizing 

safety and long-term comfort for the end user.

These combinations are registered property and are currently undergoing testing against 

SARS-CoV-2 by an accredited and independent lab. Any change in the combinations or 

formulations will void the utilization of any possible viral claims.

smart design features

water-repellent protection

antimicrobial technology

fabric protection
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Anti-microbial functionality

Contrary to most products found in the market that eliminate microbes using heavy particles 

and induce bacterial poisoning, our mechanism of microbe elimination works by electrical 

attraction and mechanical interruption (puncturing) of the cell wall. 

Our technology significantly reduces the likelihood of the development of bacterial resistance 

and remains effective for a long period of time. 

Washes and Durability

The technology used is highly resistant to washing, maintaining an efficiency level greater 

than 99% even after dozens of domestic washes, remaining functional throughout the 

product's useful life.

We are claiming 95% efficiency on bacterial reduction after 50 domestic washes.

The bond created by the active ingredient and the fabric is extremely strong and does not 

dissolve in water.

Contrary to the common anti-bacterial agents that work via poisoning, our active ingredient 

is not consumed by the microbes lasting for much longer than alternatives.

A long lasting invisible 

coating attracts patho-

gens 

Pathogen makes contact 

with treated surface

Pathogen ruptures on 

contact with surface

negative charge

positive charge
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Water Repellency

Additionally, a water-repellent treatment equivalent to one used in hospital products was 

added to the masks, face covers and gloves in an effort to provide a strong, additional layer 

of protection.

One of the main means of aerial viral transport is through small water droplets or aerosols. 

The protective factor added to the masks and gloves allows the outer layer of the fabric to be 

used as a strong invisible repellent barrier, increasing the probability of harmful droplets 

being repelled preventing its attachment to the textile’s surface.

User movement or air friction is sufficient to repel any droplets that may be in contact with 

the textile substrate.

Our product is Oeko-tex and REACH registered and therefore compliant with European 

regulation.



High density polymer for user comfort 

Another important technology included in all products is the application of a high-density 

polymer, that when applied to the textile substrate creates an effective and intelligent mois-

ture management system that will improve moisture distribution and allow for faster and 

more efficient drying process.

This application is conceived to generate a pleasant, silky feel that increases the value of the 

garment to the end consumer.

The concentration in use of the high-density polymer increases not only color retention, but 

also the fabrics ability to recover from stretching. This ensures the garment will retains its 

color and fit even after several washing cycles and prolonged utilization.

This polymer is biodegradable and is certified by Bluesign, Oeko-tex and REACH.

Product and producer Certifications

 Adalberto has the following certifications:

   -Oeko tex 1001

   -Sedex

   -Iso 9001

   -BCI

   -GOTS

   -Global Recycled Standard

   -Organic 100 

Final certifications for the product are pending, however the product has already been gran-

ted a seal of conformity from CITEVE as a social mask level two, as well as an Oeko-Tex 

certificate. Other certifications may follow.  

Product complies with all European legislation and REACH.
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What is a microbe? 

Microorganisms or microbes are microscopic organisms that exist as unicellular, multicellular, 

or cell clusters. Microorganisms are widespread in nature and are beneficial to life, but some 

can cause serious harm. They can be divided into six major types: bacteria, archaea, fungi, 

protozoa, algae, and viruses. 

What is a bacteria? 

Bacteria are single celled microbes. The cell structure is simpler than that of other organisms 

as there is no nucleus or membrane bound organelles. Instead their control center containing 

the genetic information is contained in a single loop of DNA. 

What is a virus? 

A microorganism that is smaller than a bacterium that cannot grow or reproduce apart from 

a living cell. A virus invades living cells and uses their chemical machinery to keep itself alive 

and to replicate itself. It may reproduce with fidelity or with errors (mutations). 

Why use the water repellent? 

Water repellency technology is being used to repel and avoid droplets of water to burst upon 

contact with the treated surface and to prevent its subsequent release of organic material on 

surfaces close to the face of the consumer. 

What is a non-migratory technology? 

It is a technology that does not leave the textile substract upon usage or washing.

How effective is the product? 

The combination of smart design, formulation and technologies acts as formidable protection 

barrier, above and beyond any other product available in the market for the general popula-

tion.

The product is engineered to avoid microbial contamination and designed to act and elimina-

te threats in the scenario of fabric contamination.

The product will reduce the risk of transporting active bacteria and virus from the exterior to 

consumers houses as well as from person to person.

-uses the “spikes” to attach to the host for multiplication

Enveloped virus: have a lipid layer

-easier to kill by interference with the lipid layers

-examples: influenza, 1HN1, SARS-CoV-2, Ebola, etc
genetic material

spike

capsid

envelope
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Can we claim the product kills virus? 

Laboratorial results indicate that our fabrics (AD-PROTECT) treated with our active ingre-

dients are effective in the inactivation of viruses.  Tests were performed according to the 

official ISO viricidal test standard. 

Can we wash the product?  

Yes. Repeatedly.

All products are engineered to be washed at low temperatures and without the need for 

fabric softener. We want the users to protect their garments and the environment.

Should the product be stored in any special form?  

There is no need for special storage of any of the products.

For how long is the product effective? 

Studies demonstrate similar effects throughout time. There is no indication time plays any 

significant role in the degradation of the protective qualities of the product. 

Is this product aimed for medical professionals?

The product was constructed with the validation and counseling of several medical doctors 

with different specialties and backgrounds. It can be used by doctors but it is not engineered 

to comply with medical regulation, nor to be used as their workwear.  

Are the masks on offer certified?

On direct comparison terms, our mask offers several protection systems compared to the 

standard of particles retention measured in most international norms.

An independent, certified lab, certified our product as a level 2 social mask. We have a score of  

95% of particle retention with a diameter greater than 3μm, according to the norm MI 

142-CITEVE.

We also have measurements of the masks breathability with certified results of 9,8L of air per 

minute. The result falls within internationally accepted parameters according to the test norm 

EN ISO 9237:1995.

There is little regulation or norms regarding masks with particle repellency and microbial 

protection as we offer.
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odour control
prevents growth and development 

of bacteria 

associated with unpleasent odours

high grade 

water-repellent protection 

minimizes the risk of virus and bacteria 

clinging to neck and face cover

moisture management

enhanced breathability balancing humidity 

and temperature levels

technical fabric 

with excellent combination of breahtability 

and particle retention

Product

Our mask offers several layers of protection against possible contamination.

The first layer to come into contact with a potentially contaminated element is the repellency system, designed 

to immediately disperse droplets and avoid them to burst and release organic material in the external layer of 

the mask.

The second protection layer is the high concentration of proven antimicrobial technology that covers the outer 

layers of the mask.

The third and fourth layers to act are related to its inherent composition. The two sheets of technical fabric, 

chosen by its inherent filtering properties and bi-stretch technology acts as a defense mechanism, and the filter 

contained inside every mask offers equivalent particle retention to several off the shelf disposable masks.

The inner layer of the mask, designed to be in contact with the users mouth and nose, is not treated or covered 

with any chemicals other than the non-migrating antimicrobial technology and moisture management. It will 

regulate moist and avoid smells, but will not contain any dyes or reagents of a colored item.

The mask is constructed out of a bi-stretch technical fabric containing 80% polyester and 20% elastane. It is 

covered by an elastic tape that can be personalized and that will allow for further user adjustability. It is desig-

ned for prolonged usage.

The mask can be washed at low temperatures on short cycles. Studies demonstrate that simply hanging the 

mask under sunlight for a period superior to four hours eliminate all microorganisms present in the mask.

Independent testing demonstrated that our mask averaged 95% retention of particles with a diameter greater 

than 3μm, according to the norm MI 142-CITEVE, as well as qualified within accepted breathability parameters 

according to the norm EN ISO 9237:1995.

protective mask

non toxic and skin safe

engineered with tested and certified 

products according to the highest 

standars of European Union regulation

non stop antimicrobial 

protection

permanent techonogy that destroys 

broad spectrum of bacteria, fungi 

and algae

shield against cross 

contamination of virus and 

bacteria 

may reduce viral activity of enveloped 

viruses
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MASK AD|TECH
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A - 1/2 width - 11 cm

B -  Total height - 15,5 cm

// MASK  AD - PROTECT P 

Outer layer - Polyester with repellent and anti - microbian finishing

Iner layer - Moisture and odor manager

Outside view

TRANSFER MASK:

placed on the inside

80% poliester 20% elastano´

80% poliester 20% elastano´
80% polyester  20% élasthanne

80% polyester  20% eslatane
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80%
 polyester  20%

 élasthanne

80%
 poliester

20%
 elastano

´

ad tech social mask

washing instructions

60

exemplary mask placement pictogram

examplary mask removal pictogram

maximum number of washing cycles in which the protective 

performance of the mask is guaranteed

5 washes

4h

mask category

level 2: masks made to be used by non-health professionals that contact with a large number of individuals. 

instructions for users

this mask should be used as a complement to the  recommended protection and hygiene measures and to the rules 

of social distance, which are essential for the control of COVID-19. For more information, see https://covid19.min-

-saude.pt.

the reusable mask must be handled correctly.

the following instructions are recommended for the correct use of the mask, according to the DGS Guideline (nº019 

/ 2020 of 03/04/2020):

a) do the hand hygiene, with soap and water or an alcohol-based solution, before putting on the mask;;

b) placing the mask with the inner part  of the mask facing the face, and the outer facing out;

c) adjust the rigid end of the mask to the nose, the mask should cover the mouth, nose and chin, make  sure that 

there are no open spaces between the face and the mask;

d) do not touch the mask while in use; if this happens, hand hygiene must be performed immediately;

e) it is recommended to use each mask for a maximum period of 4 hours a day, and the mask should be replaced 

with a new one at the end of that period or as soon as it´s wet.

the removed mask must be washed before being reused;

f) if you accidentally wet the mask, replace it with a dry one as soon as possible. The wet mask must be washed 

before being reused;

g) the removal of the mask must be done from the back part of the mask (not touching the front part), holding the 

ties or elastic bands;

h) the mask must be placed individually in a closed plastic bag, until placing it on washing machine; 

i) new hand hygiene must be performed at the end of the use or handle of the mask.

the mask must be washed before reuse it,

mask protection is only guaranteed if you follow the cleaning and care instructions that follows.

the mask must comply the minimum number of 5 wash cycles.

the mask must be stored in a dry environment and protected from potential contamination.

the mask must be washed before the first use.

in case of defect or damage do not use the mask, replace it with another one.

at the end of the mask's life cycle, wash the mask under the conditions defined in the “conservation and cleaning” 

section and after washing it must be discarded as non-hazardous textile waste.

if you choose not to wash the mask you should discard it as biological waste.

conservation and cleaning

after each use, the masks should be washed with a complete, normal washing cycle at 60 ° C with detergent, 

the user must ensure that the mask is dry before use.

product

this product was created with the purpose of adding an extra layer of protection to your daily life without compromise 

your comfort.

it was designed to be used for long periods of time with comfort and safety.

the facial protection system was made with a technology that repels water particles and other organic materials 

creating an invisible layer that helps keep you protected.

recommandations

this product was developed with the most advanced textile technologies available on the market in order to protect 

users from microbial contamination.

this product contains technologies that allow it to be used in a hospital environment, however it is not a medical device,

doesn´t comply with the regulation of surgical masks (regulation EU / 2017/745) or protective equipment

individual (regulation EU / 2016/425)

it shouldn´t be used for that purpose.

there is no way to guarantee that users of this product can´t suffer microbial contamination.

it´s recommend to have the maximum precaution as possible, this product does not replace hygiene measures.

follow the rules and recommendations of government and health authorities.
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made by

trade mark

adress

Adalberto Pinto da Silva, nº28

4795-177 Rebordões Portugal 

inner and out side identification

outer sideinner side

80%
 poliester

20%
 elastano

´
80%

 polyester  20%
 eslatane

compliance verified through the report "CITEVE nº 4278/2020"

lot number: 000250047212

composition

textile interior:

80% polyester

20% spandex

filter:

100% polypropylene
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Water-Repellent Lab Test
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Moisture Management Test

Our moisture management technology works by providing an ultrafine polymer coating to the 

fibre surface. 

The coating provides a means to wick moisture from the skin surface and disperse it over a 

large surface area to promote efficient evaporation from the textile surface.

Above is a demonstration of the efficiency of the technology. Further testing is currently being 

conducted to showcase inside layer´s capability to disperse and manage moist. 




